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ABSTRACT – The paper evaluates the hydrostatic 

bearing circular recess design selection criteria for an 

experiment analysis for dynamic response characteristic 

of rotor-bearing system, incorporated with single pocket 

recess hydrostatic bearing and orifice compensation. 

Evaluation of the circular recess hydrostatic bearing 

design parameter was conducted with comparing 

experimental values, pressure variation externally 

pressurized fluid in recess for 0.7 bar and 1 bar, 

magnification factor, frequency ratio, damping ratio and 

damped vibration criteria. Numerical values of the 

bearing design parameter for damping coefficient (Cb) 

were compared with the experiment damping coefficient 

(Cc). The hydrostatic bearing of circular recess damping 

coefficient prediction gives expectable argument less 

than 5 % variation accuracy with experiment damping 

coefficient (Cc).  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In current industries, effectiveness control of noise 

and vibration requires quieter environment. Factor such 

as misalignment, unbalance, mechanical looseness are 

the cause for vibration in rotating machinery. A self-

designed flexible coupling used to predict the vibration 

spectrum for shaft misalignment [1]. In recent years 

there are many investigations available for rotor 

instability and damped critical speeds of flexible rotor 

by fluid-film bearing [2]. In general cases, a structure 

which exposed to time varying response force, tends to 

vibrate at or near its natural frequency, clustered by 

attached components frequencies is subjected to excite 

and radiate as noise on the housing. A damping 

treatment known as squeeze effect [3], between parallel 

surfaces applied to increase its ability to dissipate 

mechanical energy. Experimentally observed by using 

hydrostatic single pad externally pressurized been 

utilized as low filtering on gear mesh-frequency noise 

mitigation [4]. In this study, selection criteria and design 

evaluation for hydrostatic bearing circular pad 

described, [5] been extended for damping coefficient 

characteristics of the bearing for damping reduction 

effect performed in experimental studies to investigate 

the rotor dynamic response damping compared 

numerically  

 
2. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF 

DAMPING COEFFICIENT 

To analyze the damping coefficient of circular 

bearing pad of hydrostatic bearing, a simple modal 

spring and dashpot is considered. The dynamic changes 

of flow into the recess and out from the recess due to 

change in the recess pressure, is directly proportional to 

the bearing thrust. Pressure (P) is dynamically varying 

perturbation of recess pressure. By evaluating equation 

(1) for the damping coefficient Cb as a constant in terms 

of hydrostatic bearing design for circular pad 

parameters for steady-state frequency response. 
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3. PREDICTION OF DAMPING COEFFICIENT 

FOR BEARING DESIGN 

The hydrostatic bearing circular pad and recess 

dimension depicts in Fig.1, where R2 = 3 cm and R1 = 

1.5 cm. The value for area shape factor A referred from 

Fig. 2, [6] with referring 2
5.1

3

1

2 ==
cm

cm

R

R . Plot selection 

gives 58.0=A . Calculating for effective area, 

)2(.AAAe =  

Substituting the values into equation (1) gives Cb as 

depicted in Table 1. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATION RESULTS 

The process of measure was conducted with 

attachment of accelerometer in y-axis on two locations, 

the first on the rolling bearing near the driving source 

rolling bearing, second on non-driving end rolling 

bearing, in between installed hydrostatic circular pad 

bearing as depicts in Figure 3. Figure 4 depicts 

acceleration in time domain for the three setups with no 

effect of the fluid pressure through hydrostatic circular 

pad, secondly with recess pressure of 0.7 bar and finally 

with 1 bar recess pressure. Measurement comparison 

between zero pressure and increase in the fluid pressure 

from hydrostatic bearing gives significant acceleration 

reduction between 0.7 bar and 1 bar. 

 

5. COMPARISON DAMPING COEFFICIENT 

BETWEEN DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL 

Critical damping coefficient of the rotor calculated 

by adapting formula (3) and (4) depicts in Table 2. 

Comparing both experimentally produced critical 

damping coefficient and with bearing design parameter 

values by the relative error formula (5) yields difference 

within 4.7 %.  
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Table 1 Hydrostatic bearing design parameters. 

Parameters Value 

Supply Pressure, Ps 1.4bar 

Flow rate, q 811 mm3/s 

Pressure ratio, b= Pr/Ps  0.7/1.4=0.5 

Outer radius, R2 3 cm 

Inner, R1 1.5 cm 

Pad area, A 0.00212 m2 

Area shape factor A  0.58 

Effective area pad, Ae 0.00123 m2 

Damping coefficient, Cb 66.11  Ns/m 

 
Table 2 Experimental parameter during 0.7 bar. 

Parameters Value 

Mass (m) at center of the shaft. 1.6 kg 

Natural freq, fn 100 Hz 

Pressure (P) 0.7 bar 

Stiffness, (k) 631.65 kNs/m 

Critical damping coefficient, 

(Cc,Exp) 
63 Ns/m 

Damping coefficient (Cb,Theory) 66.1Ns/m 

 

 
Figure 1 Circular recess shape bearing. 

 

 

Figure 2 Table for bearing coefficients. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The damping coefficient design characteristics of 

hydrostatic circular pad bearing is calculated and 

validated with the experimental data. The experimental 

and numerically calculated on the damping coefficient 

are obtained and found to be similar with less than 5 % 

variances. The design of hydrostatic circular pad 

prediction is in agreeable with experimental result. Both 

the experimental and design for the purpose achieving 

to reduce vibration by bringing in contact with rotor 

dynamic it is possible to control the resonances. 

 

 
Figure 3 Experiment set-up. 

 

 
Figure 4 Time domain on three different condition of 

pressure. 
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